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1.

PROJECT SUMMARY

The system is a multirotor design with a quad layout that has four arm with a motor in every
arm and mounted on a base plate. This selected model is a suitable option to effectively
complete all the tasks, since it has several advantages such as payload delivery, high
maneuverability, lightweight, and good stability.
1.1.

Method Followed in Design

The design process consists of five phases, which includes identifying the desired
performance, defining design parameters, manufacturing and assembling all parts of
the system, testing and evaluating the system, and improving the system to fulfill
mission requirements. All phases of the design process will be carefully taken with a
special care in implementation details. In general, we divided the UAV design into two
sections; mechanical and electronics system design.
In terms of mechanical design, overall the UAV is designed for efficiency, making it as
easy as possible to assemble and operate. The mechanical structure consists of three
main parts, the centre plate, arms, and undercarriage. The centre plate is designed as
compact as possible to connect all the electronics. The length of arm is adapted to the
motor and propeller specification to give maximum stability and maneuverability. In
addition, the undercarriage system, which contains landing gear and gripper, will be
also installed to support the UAV to accomplish the mission requirement.
The electronics system of the UAV will be built by considering several aspects such as
flight control robustness, battery optimisation, careful placement, with a special
attention to safety and security.
1.2.

Team Organization
1.2.1.

Organization Chart
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Figure 1. Members data diagram

1.2.2.

Members Data
Table 1, Members data table

No

1.3.

Name

Role

1

Atar Fuady Babgei, S.T, M.Sc.

Advisor

2

M. Nailil In'am Hilmi

Team Leader

3

Sulthoni Muhyidin

Head of Mechanical Division

4

Patrick Naga Kencana

Head of Electrical Division

5

Muhammad Afif Fadhlurrahman

Head of Programming Division

6

Naf'atul Miskiyah

Electrical Designer

7

Edo Dwi Yogatama

Computer Vision Programmer

8

Ferdina Ramadhan

Mechanical System Installation

9

Galih Sukma Adjie

Mechanical Designer

10

Ardhika Maulidani

Electrical Control Analyst

11

Egar Pambudi

Electrical Designer

12

Zulfiqar Fauzul Akbar

Computer Vision Programmer

13

Muhammad Rayhan Athaillah Haqi

Control System Programmer

Milestone Chart: Planned and Realized
1. Milestone Chart Planned
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Table 2. Project timeline planned table

2. Realized
Table 3, Project timline realized
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2.

DETAIL DESIGN
2.1.

Dimensional Parameters of the Design
Table 4. Rotary Wing UAV Part and Total Weight Table

Table 5. Rotary Wing UAV Material Weight and Balance Table
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2.2.

Body and Mechanical Systems
1. Structural properties of design
●

Quadcopter Configuration

Figure 2 Quad X configuration.
The UAV use quadcopter X configuration with a long arm.This configuration will
give stability while hovering because in pitch and roll axis both have two
counter-rotating propellers on each side. An X-configuration quadcopter is
considered to be more stable compared to + configuration which is a more
acrobatic configuration, A typical quadcopter have four rotors with fixed angles
and they make quadcopter has four input forces, which are basically the thrust
provided by each propellers. Propellers 1 and 3 rotates counter clockwise (CW)
, 2 and 4 rotates counter-counter clockwise (CCW).
●

Landing gear

Figure 3. Type of landing gear
For the landing gear we choose a 2 leg system because its lighter and more
stable when our quadcopter take off. This configuration also makes our copter
not easy to slip and roll while landing.
●

Embedded electronics component

The electronics component will be embedded on the bottom main board
because it will make the weight of the UAV will be lighter. Besides, the
embedded configuration will make more compact configuration and it will fasten
the time preparation.
2. Technical drawing
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Figure 4. Quadcopter frame technical drawing

Figure 5. Water sucker technical drawing
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Figure 6. Quadcopter part list technical drawing

Figure 7. Water sucker part list technical drawing
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Figure 8. Water sucker layout PCB drawing
2.3.

Aerodynamic, Stability and Control Features
1. Aerodynamic features
Table 6. Thrust table

In the table, it shows a different thrust for each type of propeller. We choose 15*5
propeller because it has the best efficiency and thrust for our quadcopter. In the table
we could see that 50% throttle could give at least 990 grams thrust. It means with
quadcopter, with 50% throttle, it could carry at least 3960 grams of payload while our
hexacopter weight is at least 2900 grams. So, it could carry at least 1060 grams more.
With this we could maintain speed and stability in the air even if windy. With this, the
quadcopter could also maintain longer in the air to find the objective.
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2. Stability features
Stability properties of our quadcopter based on the dimension of the quadcopter it self,
GPS here, Loiter Flight mode and all sensor filtered with EKF inside of Flight controller.
the quadcopter arm would be better maneuverable, and stable enough to carry out both
the first and second missions. the selection of a 15-inch motor and propeller also affects
the stability and speed of our UAV. So we chose this dimensions after trial and error.

Figure 9. Dimension of Quadcopter
3. Control features
Control features on quadcopter using GPS here, Loiter flight mode, and all sensor
filtered with EKF on flight controller. All of this component responsible to
In this section, detailed information for take-off, landing, flight and stability properties of
fixed wing or multi-rotor UAV should be given.
2.4.

Task Mechanism System

In this section, information about construction and assembly of UAV should be given
and should also be supported by adequate illustrations
1. Illustration with Autodesk Inventor
●

Mounting the motor to the aluminium hollow using 3D printed clamp
and bolt with hexa bolts
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Figure 10.Illustration with Autodesk Inventor (1)
●

mounting the top board to the ride using the spacer bolts that are
mounted to the bottom board

Figure 11. Illustration with Autodesk Inventor (2)
●

mounting the arm using a 3D printed clamp

Figure 12. Illustration with Autodesk Inventor (3)
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●

installation of landing gear on the bottom board of the drone

Figure 13. Illustration with Autodesk Inventor (4)
2. Manufacturing process
●

Clamp manufacture using 3D printing

Figure 14.Manufacturing process (1)
•

Plat water sucker bracket milling

Figure 15.Manufacturing process (2)
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●

Bracket cutting

Figure 16. Manufacturing process (3)
2.5.

Electrical Electronic Control and Power Systems

Figure 17. Electronic distribution chart

Power System on UAV was distributed as in the picture above. Using LiPo battery with specification 6s 3300mAh distributed using Power Distribution
Board (PDB) to ESC, Pixhawk, and Buck Converter. Pixhawk input voltage
requires 5V so a Power Module is used to convert from 22.2V Lipo Battery to
5V.
Buck Converter is used to change the voltage of 22.2V to vary
depending on the components used. On a mini PC, a Raspberry Pi 4 B is used
which requires 5V 3A of power. The servo and water flow sensors also use a
voltage of 5V which is separated to avoid electromagnetic interference (EMI).
While the water pump and hose reel motor requires a voltage of 12V. The type
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of motor used is the T-Motor U5 400KV which is paired with the ESC Air 40A.
Where the maximum current used by T-Motor U5 with a 16" propeller is 20A.

Figure 18. Electronic component chart
In the electronic control system, the Pixhawk Cube Flight Controller is
connected to the Companion Computer, namely the Raspberry Pi 4 B via the
MAVLink and MAVROS protocols. Pixhawk can send connected sensor data
such as Rangefinder/LiDAR, GPS RTK, and Receiver to the Raspberry Pi for
processing. The Raspberry Pi is connected to a camera that is used for Target
Detection and Object Recognition, as well as a Water Flow Sensor which is
used to detect the discharge of water. Actuators such as Water Pumps and Reel
Motors are connected to the Pixhawk using Relays. While the Servo will be
connected directly to the Pixhawk using the Aux port (PWM). To execute the
mission, the raspberry pi is connected to the Ground Control System using a
local WiFi network using a router.
Table 7. Electronic Components Table
No

1

Component
Type

Flight Controller

Component Name

Pixhawk 2.1 (Hex
Cube Black)

Description
UAV main controller, used to control
movement, manage input and output,
and collect data from sensors.
Real-Time Kinetic GPS Module is used to

2

GPS Module

Here+ V2 RTK

obtain UAV absolute and relative position
with minimal tolerance of position error.
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Manual pilot control of the UAV. Controls
3

Remote

Radiolink AT9S

throttle, pitch, roll, and yaw, manual
mode switching, and interrupt using
2.4GHz radio signal.

4

Receiver

R9DS Receiver

Module

Module

Receives 2.4GHz control signals from
Radiolink AT9S and sends them to flight
controller.
Distance sensor to obtain height of the

5

Rangefinder

Lidar Lite V3

UAV. Distance sensor detection is up to
40m and uses visible ray.
Used to pass data between Ground

6

Telemetry

HolyBro Telemetry

Control and UAV (Pixhawk 2.1) using

915 MHz

2.4GHz radio frequency and UDP
connection with 54Mbps bandwidth.
Used to lift UAV for up to 2 kilograms

7

Motor

T-Motor U5 KV400

weight for each motor, using 6-cell
battery and 20A of maximum current.

Electronic
8

Speed

Control UAV motor speed using PWM
Air 40A ESC

Controller

signals from flight controller. Maximum
output current is 40A.
Used for image processing, payload

9

Mini PC

Raspberry Pi 4

system logics, and control the flight
controller system.
Used to pass data between Ground

10

Router

Tenda AC 23

Control and UAV (Raspberry Pi 4).

AC2100 Dual Band

Available at 5GHz wireless connection
with bandwidth up to 1733Mbps

11

Water Pump

Submersible Water

Take up water from the water intake to

Pump 12V5M

the water tank from up to 5m height.
Used for mechanism water release and

12

Servo

Tower Pro MG90

can hold up load torque for up to
2.5kg/cm.

13

Load Sensor

Sea Water Flow
Sensor YF-G1

Measure water debit that flows from
water intake to water tank. From the
debit, water amount can be estimated

15
Used to activate or deactivate the water
14

Relay

5V DC Relay

pump based on signal from flight
controller and to activate the hose reel
motor.

15

16

17

Hose Reel

12V Brushed DC

Used for release and retract water pump

Motor

Motor

and it’s hose

Voltage

XL4015 Buck

Regulator

Converter Module

Camera

Battery

maximum output is 5A.
Captures image and sends it to

Webcam

Raspberry Pi for image processing.

Battery 3.300 mAh
65C

2.6.

below the input voltage. XL4015

Logitech C920

Dinogy 6-Cell
18

Used to provide a supply with a voltage

Power supply for the whole UAV system.
The maximum discharge is 214.5A and
voltage rating is 25.2V (4.2V for each
cell).

Target Detection and Recognition System
The system uses PX4 Autopilot firmware which is integrated with EKF
calculations taken from GPS as local position and Rangefinder + Barometer as
altitude. The Mini-PC uses the Linux operating system with Robot Operating
System (ROS) environment to exchange data with the Flight Controller. The
Target will be detected by using Logitech C920 web camera that connected to
the Mini-PC. The datas from the camera will be transferred using serial port then
processed by python and C++ nodes in ROS environment. The image
processing algorithm will contain a number of functions such as filtering, colour
masking, thresholding, and contouring. Filtering will adjust the image frame so
that it could be processed faster. The frame colour will be recognized as HSV
colour pallete and masked using adjusted colour bounds. The thresholding will
use a simple binary threshold to separate the target pixels from the others. The
contouring will find the midpoint of the target and calculate its distance to the
midpoint of the cameras frame so that the UAV could adjust its position.

2.7.

Flight Performance Parameters
2.7.1.

Flight performance calculation
No Load
Total Flight Weight = 1900gr
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Motor Load = 475gr/motor
Takeoff Current = 475/144.19 = 3.29A/motor
Flight Time = 3.3*60/3.29*4 = 15.04 minutes
With Payload
Total Flight Weight = 2900gr
Motor Load = 725gr/motor
Takeoff Current = 725/144.19 = 5.02A/motor
Flight Time = 3.3*60/5.02*4 = 9.86 minutes
Table 8. Flight performance table

2.7.2.

Power consumption test

Chart 1. Power consumption loaded & no load
1. Loaded
Table 9. Power consumption test (loaded)
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Chart 2. Flight time (loaded)

Chart 3. Battery voltage remains (loaded)
2. No Load
Table 10. Power consumption test (no load)

Chart 4. Flight time (no load)

Chart 5. Battery voltage remains
(no load)
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2.8.

UAV Cost Distribution
Table 11. UAV material cost table
No

Component Name

Unit Price

Quantity

(TL)
1

Arm carbon tube

74,48/met

Total Price
(TL)

4

297,90

ers
2

Carbon Propeller

125,31

4

501,23

3

Carbon plate 50x40cm

561,52

4

2246,09

4

PLA 3D printing filament

97,53/roll

2

195,05

5

Water flow sensor YF-S201

29,55

1

29,55

6

Submersible pump

52,01

1

52,01

7

nut and bolt

29,55

1 pack

29,55

8

Glue gun

2,96

10

29,6

9

duct tape

14,78

2

29,55

10

Servo MG90S

53,19

1

53,19

11

Relay 5V

2,07

2

4,14

12

Hose Reel Motor

118,21

1

118,21

13

Pixhawk Cube

1520,14

1

1520,14

14

GPS HERE+ V2 RTK

4930,2

1

4930,2

15

Lidar Lite V3 Garmin

1773,12

1

1773,12

16

Raspberry Pi 4

945,66

1

945,66

17

Logitech C920 Webcam

598,88

1

598,88

18

AIR ESC 40A

325,07

6

1950,42

19

T-Motor U5 KV400

830,05

4

3320,2

19

20

Receiver R9DS

21

Battery Dinogy 6S
3300mAh

2.9.

135,94

1

135,94

650,14

1

650,14

Originality
The concept of our UAV, from the chassis to the water sucker, came from the
minds of our team’s designers. The design itself was an innovation and
improvement of previous designs that were in the team’s archive and were
created by our predecessors. Our originality, however, is limited to mechanical
design of the UAV. the mechanics of carbon plate and carbon arm are
purchased. All the electronics are purchased and not produced by our team.

